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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0059171A1] 1. Mandrel (1-13) and sleeve (21-32) for holding and transmission of a transverse force in only one direction and its opposite
direction and for the compensation of thrust in the hereof vertical situated cross direction as well as in longitudinal direction, for the connecting of
construction units in building and below grade construction like roof purlins, base plates, ceilings, walls, supports, retaining walls or parts thereof
together or with other construction units, for which the sleeve (21-32) in one of the construction units to be connected, the mandrel (1-13) in the
other one have to be connected and fixed in such a manner, that the mandrel (1-13) and/or the sleeve (21-32) protrudes of the construction unit
referred to on the mandrel (1-13) penetrates the sleeve (21-32) at which the mandrel (1-13) has on both sides a movement clearance only in the for
holding or transmitting transverse force vertically standing cross direction in the sleeve (21-32), which is at least as big as by the different extensions
and contractions between both of the construction units to be connected, occurring mutual displacements accross of mandrel and sleeve, and the
mandrel (1-13) and/or the sleeve (21-32) outside in the area of the connecting part and at least over one of its external end neighbouring section is
equipped with a reinforcement (41-53, 61-72), which at least in the plane vertical to the received or transmitted transverse force has a bigger surface
than the section of the mandrel or the sleeve, covered by the reinforcement, and at which the reinforcement (41-53, 61-72) under the effect of the
transverse force is at least partly more elastic than the mandrel resp. the sleeve itself.
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